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Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Large Aftershocks
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The space-time characteristics of larger aftershocks following to the earthquakes occurred in and around Japan since 1969
were investigated. We found that the epicentral

distance between the largest aftershock and its main shock tends to increase with the magnitude of the main shock. The
distance-magnitude relation differs significantly between inland and oceanic earthquakes. In general the aftershock area is
considerably larger for the oceanic earthquakes, the oceanic M6=+ aftershocks distribute in a wider area than the inland
M5=+ aftershocks viewing in the scale of formula log L=0.5M-1.8, where L is the length of fault, and M is the magnitude of
main shock. Concerning the occurrence time of large aftershocks, it is said that they are very likely to occur shortly after  the
main shock.

The space-time characteristics of larger aftershocks following to the earthquakes occurred in and around Japan since 1969
were investigated. We found that the epicentral distance between the largest aftershock and its main shock tends to increase
with the magnitude of the main shock. The distance-magnitude relation differs significantly between inland and oceanic
earthquakes: comparing the earthquakes of same magnitude in both regions,  the distance is noticeably larger for the
earthquakes in sea area. We also found that the largest aftershock is likely to be located at the far side of the most densely
distributed area of M3=+(inland ) or M4=+(oceanic) aftershocks from the epicenter of main shock. In general the aftershock
area is considerably larger for the oceanic earthquakes, the oceanic M6=+ aftershocks distribute in a wider area than the
inland M5=+ aftershocks viewing in the scale of formula log L=0.5M-1.8, where L is the length of fault, and M is the
magnitude of main shock. Concerning the occurrence time of large aftershocks, it is said that they are very likely to occur
shortly after the main shock: the fractional 16 of 19 M5=+ aftershocks(inland), and 13 of 28 M6=+ aftershocks(oceanic)
occurred within one day for the investigated aftershock sequences. In the same time, however, it should be noted that there
could be occasionally observed the large aftershocks, around M7, occur one month or more after the main shock at the
periphery of the focal region for the oceanic earthquakes. It is shown as well that the superposition of all aftershock sequences
is well represented by a decrease function corresponding to the modified Omori's fomula.


